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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Hylepin Pty Ltd v Doshay Pty Ltd (FCAFC) - corporations - fiduciary duties - whether duties of
director of first respondent conflicted with personal interests - whether real or substantial
possibility of conflict - appeal dismissed
Stokes v Greenup (NSWSC) - contracts - implied terms - whether term should be implied
requiring payment within a reasonable time or requiring immediate payment of money owing
under a deed
Groom v Leafbusters Pty Ltd (in liq) (VSC) - equity - real property - claim for declaration of
common intention constructive trust over house property on principles of proprietary estoppel credibility and reliability of the witnesses - claim not made out on the facts and the evidence claim dismissed - counterclaim for removal of caveat successful.
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HABEAS CANEM
Tail floating with clouds
_
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Hylepin Pty Ltd v Doshay Pty Ltd [2021] FCAFC 201
Federal Court of Australia Full Court
Markovic, Banks-Smith and Anderson JJ
Corporations - fiduciary duties - where first respondent invested in various companies with
property and business interests - where appellant a shareholder of first respondent - whether
duties of director of first respondent conflicted with personal interests - "whether the interest is
such that a reasonable person would think there is a real or substantial possibility of the
fiduciary being swayed by it" - where contributions of share and debt capital varied for different
impugned transactions - whether interests aligned - whether real or substantial possibility of
conflict "is assessed objectively" - whether conduct in effecting share transfer under mistaken
apprehension oppressive - whether declaration confirming position at law as to shareholding
sufficient relief - whether conduct said to amount to breach of fiduciary duty also oppressive "scope of the fiduciary duty depends upon the particular circumstances and the nature of the
relationships in issue" - whether impugned transactions that do not separately constitute
oppressive conduct were oppressive when considered collectively - appeal dismissed.
Hylepin Pty Ltd v Doshay Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 23 November 2021]
Stokes v Greenup [2021] NSWSC 1503
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Cavanagh J
Parties intended that the deed would govern their rights and obligations in respect of the interest
payable to the plaintiff on the excess contributions of the plaintiff - obligation on the defendant to
accrue and pay interest on the loans contributed by the plaintiff over and above the loans
contributed by the defendant - plaintiff relies on terms into the deed so as to give effect to the
objective intention of the parties and so as not to render the deed "a solemn farce" - defendant
relies on a waiver and estoppel argument - the pre-contractual negotiations - post-contractual
conduct not having regard "as an aid to construing the deed" - admissibility and use of extrinsic
evidence - whether the deed is missing a term or terms - implication raises an issue as to the
meaning and effect of the agreement - implication of a term specifying a time for payment reasonable time is a question of fact - implication of a term requiring payment in full on sale by
the defendant of his shares and units - intent of the parties was that the defendant would not be
able to simply sell all of his shares and units to defeat the principal obligation under the deed plaintiff relied on implied terms - judgment for the defendant.
Stokes v Greenup
[From Benchmark Friday, 26 November 2021]
Groom v Leafbusters Pty Ltd (in liq) [2021] VSC 765
Supreme Court of Victoria
Cavanough J
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Parties not in dispute concerning equitable principles of proprietary estoppel - counsel for
defendant disclosed evidence that the plaintiff’s witnesses were unreliable and Court should
not accept it unless validated with other objective and reliable evidence - plaintiff’s overarching
contentions about alleged separation agreement - to be regarded, in equity, as involving a
promise by the defendant company, as trustee of the Leafbusters Trust, to transfer the Olinda
property to the plaintiff - no sufficient agreement, promise or commitment is to be found conduct by Paul (plaintiff) and Thea (ex-wife) after September 2009 inconsistent with alleged
separation agreement - absence of communication of the purported trust, which "raises a strong
inference against an intention to make an appropriation irrevocable" - plaintiff took no interest in
the property until 2016 and lodged caveat - references to the Olinda property being subject to a
tenancy - the Olinda property continued to be treated as an asset controlled by Thea - omission
to call ’bookkeeper’ as witness who was present the separation agreement was completed and
agreement was allegedly made - no promise or assurance; no reliance (reasonable or
otherwise); no detriment; no unconscionability - defendant company appears to be entitled to an
order for the removal of the caveat lodged by the plaintiff on the title to the Olinda property plaintiff’s claim dismissed.
Groom v Leafbusters Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 24 November 2021]
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Poem for Friday
Nothing Gold Can Stay
By: Robert Frost
Nature’s first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leaf’s a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf.
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day.
Nothing gold can stay.
ROBERT FROST
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